
administer to children, Santostefano (1964) deIelo'ped the Wagon Test, in which". .

eight elements of 's wagon can be subtracted or added. A newer test developed by

San5pete'fano.4(1971a)% the Leveling-Sharpening House Test, has been,used with both

children and adults. 'It consists of 60 black and white line drawings of a scene

with a house which contains various details, such a weathprvane, a picket fence,

a chimney with smoke, windows, etc. Changes are gradually made in the scene 'which

amat be detected by the subject. The intact picture is displayed three times.

Then one element (the door knob) A omitted and the picture is'again ghoWi three

times. An additional eleinent is omitted every three trial/Pk:air --a-IT)t-al-tif-1'

elements is omitted from the original display. The idiot conspicuous element is
'

eliminated first and the most con picuous last. The subject is asked to tell the '

examiner when something looks di nt from previous pictures. This, task yields

three measures. The "first stop core" indicates the point at which the subject

first reports that something is dif e ent. Early detection reflects sharpening.

A high number of correct changes reported also reflects sharpening. A "leveling/

sharpeningratio" reflects a mean number of changes which go undetected. The smaller

this ratio, the greater the operation of sharpening.

In all tasks used to assess leveling/sharpening, sharpening is defined

as the ability to accurately identify changes in sequential material, while leveling

is defined as the tendency to blur previously encountered stimuli with currently-

.

occurring ones.

5. THE CONSTRICTED/FLEXIBLE CONTROL DIMENSION (FIELD ARTICULATION): This

dimension, also heavily studied by Santostefano, concerns individual differences in

susceptibility to distraction and contradiction in a visual field. Flexible-control

ndividuals, when defiling with a central task, can selectively withhold attention

from intrusive stimuli. Constricted-control individuals, in contrast, have difficulty

selectively withholdia attention from instrusive stimuli, and their performance

on the central task is Osrupted by their Presence (Santostefano, 1971b).
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It, is the contention of many of today's leading researchers in the field

of instructional technology that media research should be related to contemporary

psychological inquiry into cognition. it is the belief of these researchers that

media is concerned primarily with stimuli"; presentation and that media research

should therefore be largely concerned with the impact of various manipulation's of

stimulus presentation on the psychological variables of cognition that govern

learning. When media researchers have begun to discover the existing interactions

among media manipulations and individual differences in cognitive variables in

specific learning task situations, to build them into a media design model, and

to develop theories of media use, we can peihaps begin to develop a true science

of instruction.

Studies which attempt to show some vague, global superiority of one

medium or mode of presentation do not meet the needs of current media research.

If instructional mega, as ap academic field, is to gain a solid,eMpiriCal base

and a prescriptive body of theory, ita_researchers'need to concentrate on inquiry

into the relatioriships among at least three specific variables:, (1) the psychological

requirements of a given learning task, (2) individual differences in cognitive

style, and (3) specific-media characteristics. Salomon conceptualizes this type

1\ of

rn

interactive research as:

.

.0. a three dimensional cube where stimuli,ktksks, and. individuals

interact. The uniting tie is the psychological function that is relevant
to a certain learning task and which is accomplished by particular modes of

presentation (Salomon, 1970, p. 46).

2
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One variable in this cube is the" psychological requirements of a given

,learning task. In a certain task, for example, ara learners required to,retain

visual images mentally through a series of pictures? To remember details of an

auditory,passage? To make fine visual discriminations? To make visual,or verbal

associations? It is necessary to identify the psychological processes which
4

underlie any specific learning task in order to study it systematically.

A second variable in the three-dimensional research model is individual

differences in cognitive (or perceitual) style. The concept of cognitive style

refers to differential dimensions which represent consiatencies in

an individual's manner of acqu!ring and processing information. Messick (1966)

states that cognitive styles represent a person's typical modes of perceiving,

remembering, thinking, and solving problems. Kogan°Offer,s thelollowing definition

of cognitive styles which distinguishes them clearly from abilities:

Cognitive styles can be most directly defined as individual variation in
modes of perceiving, remembering, and thinking, or as distinctive ways of ap-

prehending, storing, transforming, and utilizing information. It may be noted

that abilities also involve the foregoing properties, but a difference in em-
phasis should be noted: Abilities concern level of skill - the more and less

of performance - whereas cognitive styles give greater weight to the manner
and form of cognition (Kogan, 1971, p. 244)..

Numerous dimensions of cognitive style have been identified and studied.
0 0

Among them, the following have emerged as doMinant in research literature:

1. THE VISUAL/HAPTIC PERCEPTION DIMENSION: Through extensive research in

the field of art education, Viktor Lowenfeld developed a perceptual typology. He

identified individuals of two distinct perceptual types, based on two unlike manners

of perceiving and reacting to the world of experiences. He named these two types

the visual type and the haptic type, and developed a battery of tests through

which perceptual type may'be identified (Lowenfild, 1945). Lowenfeld identified

the visual type as one who uses his eyes as his primary sensory intermediaries; is°

able to see a visual whole, break it into component details, and resynthesize it

into a whole; has tendency and abiVty to visualize tactile and kinesthetic im-

pressions; is able to mentally retain visual images; and tends to react to stimuli

3
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objectively as a spectator. He identified the haptiC type as one who is normally

sighted but who, prefers to use his "body-self" -.muscular, tactile, and kinesthetic

impressions - as his primary sensory intermediaries; is unable to perceive, and

analyze visual detail; has no tendency to visualize kinesthetic impressions; cannot

mentally retain visual images; and reacts to stimuli subjectively, tending to

"feel" situations rather than "see" them (Lowenfeld, 1957). He, discovered that

approximately 507. of the individuals in his samples were visual, while about 257.
AP '

were hip-tic.

The instrument most frequently used to assess perceptual type is Successive

IsPerception Test I (United States Army Ai'r Corps, 1944), a test in motion picture

form which was developad'Originally for use in the World War II Aviation Psychology

Program as a part ,of the pilot selection and training program. Successive Perception.

Test I (SPT-1) is a refined version of Lowenfeld's original Integration of Successive

Impressions (Lowenfeld, 1945), and is based on the same rationale and construct.

The primary distinction between visual and haptic types which serves as the basis

for both the Lowenfeld test and for SPT-1 is that while visuals have the tendency
4

and ability to integrate-partial perceptions into visual wholes, haptics are content

to internalize the separate segments of partial impressions and show neither

tendency nor ability to integrate them into whole units.

spr-1 consists of three practice items and 35 actual test items. In eaCh\

item, the subject views a pattern a small section at a time behind a moving slot

and is then shoWn five similar variants from which must be selected the one which

'matches the pattern seen behind the slot. The instrument has been used numerous

times in educational research dealing with perceptual. type and visual aptitude

with subjects ranging from seventh grade to university level.
4

2. THE FIELD INDEPENDENCE/FIELD DEPENDENCE DIMENSION: This'cognitive

style dimension, extensively studied by Witkin and his associates, concerns the

.ability to perceive details as discrete from their backgrounds and to overcome an

4
\,
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Thus far, discussion has been centered on the learning task and cognitive

style components of the three-dimensional research paradigm. The final element

in the cube of interaction is the specific attributes possessed by a given form

of media, A given medium is inherently capable of performing for learners certain

"unctions demanded by learning tasks. This means that various media have various

, supplan ation capabilities. Supplantation is a process which occurs-when a mental

. I .

pro esC-,is executed explicitly for a learner which he is unable toperform for

%.1
.

ms f. If a given learner is unable to,perform for himself a given mental function

which is demanded by a given learning task, then the use of a medium which supplants

the required process-ShouldTlogicaliy-make-the_task_much_easier _for_ him.
,

This statement indicates-the interactive nature of the three variables in

the three-dimensional research model, and points the way to productive research

in instructional media. For example, instead of devising a study to examine the

effect of color coding in general, why not examine e effects of color coding

(media characteristic) in a task requiring discriminati_ of a part from a complex

whole (task requirement) with field independent and field dependent individuals A

(difference in cognitive style). It may be that the task requirement of discriuination

of detail can be readily performed without assistance by field independents,

while the supplantation4Srovided by color coding is necessary for field dePendents.
0

In this instance, an, interactive factorial research design would yield valuable

'knowledge concerning the use of color coding, which could not be obtained without

considering all three of.the variables ih the medium /task /learner cube. Very

importantly, this approach gives sttong clues to the reasonsAcertain instructional

methods'work well for some learners while having either no effect or a harmful

one on' other learners.

As a second example of the three-dimensional research model, ask why one

. 4

should attempt to study "the effect of using multi-imagery." Instead, why not

study the effects when multi-imagery, with its simultaneous visual images (medium

variable), is used with visual and haptic learners (cognitive style variable) in a

9
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response*alternatives are available simultaneously, thus producing response

uncertainty, impulsive individuals tend to offer the first answer that occurs to

:them, even though it is typically incorrect. Reflective individuals, on the other

hand, tend to consider various possibilities before deciding, and typically give

the correct response (Kagan, 1966; Kagan, et al., 1966).

The instrument which has become the basic index of impulsivity/reflectivity,

or cognitive tempo as it is frequently called, is Kagan's (1969) Matching Familiar

;Figures (FF). In thg-MFF, which7is-available -in-botb-children's and adulea_forms
4

the subject must examine a standard in the form of a black and white line drawing

of a figure and then look at a group of similar variants and select the one which

is.identical to the standard. The standard remains in the subject's view at all

4

times, thus eliminating memory as a variable. Dependent measures obtained on the

test, which typically show a strong` negative correlation for all age groups, are

response latency-and number of errors on each item and in total. The usual procedure

is to classify as reflective those subjects who score above median latency and

below median errors, and as impulsive those who score below median latency and

above median errors.

4." THE LEVELING /SHARPENING DIMENSION (MEMORY OF PERCEPTIONS OVER TIME):

This dimension, studied primarily by Santostefano, Gardner, and Holzman, concerns

individual differences in assimilation in memory. -Individuals at the leveling

extreme tendto blur similar memories in sequentially ,occurring stimuli and to

merge perceived objects and events with similar but not identical events recalled

from.previous experience. Sharpeners, at the other'extreme, are less prone to

confuse similar objects and, by contrast, may even judge a urrent stimuluS to be
0

less similar to a past one than it actually is (Santostefano, 1971a).

,
Several instruments have been used to assess leveling/sharpening tendency.

.
The Schematizing Test (Holzman, 1954) requires the subject to make size judgements

of squares of projected light as they gradually shift from being the largest in

a series to the smallest. Because the SchematizingTust proved difficult to



administer to children, Santostefano (1964) deIeloPed the Wagon Test, in which"_

eight elements of a wagOn can be subtracted or added. A newer test developed by

Sanspste'fano'4(1971a)k the Leveling-Sharpening House Test, has been,used with both

children and adult's. 'It consists of 60 black and white line drawings of a scene

,-with a house which contains various details, such a weathprvane, a picket fence,

0
a chimney with smoke, windows, etc. Changes_are gradually made in the scene,'which

must be detected by the subject. The intact picture is displayed three times.

Then one element (the door knob) i4s omitted and the picture isagain ghoWh.three

times. An additional eleient is omitted every three trialrhntil-a-total-of-19--'

elements is omitted from the original display. The lest conspicuous element is

eliminated first and the most con picuous last. The subject is asked to tell the °

examiner when something fooks di nt from previous pictures. This task yields.

three measures. The "first stop core" indicates the point at which the subject

first reports that something is diffe ent. Early detection reflects sharpening.

A high number of correct changes repor d also reflects sharpening. A "leveling/.

sharpening,ratio" reflects a mean number of changes which goundetected. The smaller

this ratio, the greater the operation of sharpening.

In all tasks used to assess leveling/sharpening, sharpening is defined

as the ability to accurately identify changes in sequential material, while leveling

is defined as the tendency to blur previously encountered stimuli with currently-
.

occurring ones.

5. THE CONSTRICTED/FLEXIBLE CONTROL DIMENSION (FIELD ARTICULATION): This

dimension, also heavily studied by Santostefano, concerns individual differences in

susceptibility to distraction and contradiction in a visual field. Flexible-control

individuals, when dealing with a central task, can selectively withhold attention

from intrusive stimuli. Constricted-control individuals, in contrast, have difficulty

selectively withholding attention from instrusive stimuli, and their performance

on the central task is disrupted by their presence (Santostefano, 1971b).

7.
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Field articulation has been most frequently assessed in adults with the

Stroop Test (Gardner, et al., 1959), in which words and colors are-used to produce

distraction.and contradiction. For example, the subject might be asked to look at

words naming colors which, are actually colored differently - i.e., the word "yellow"

2

shown in the color blue - and read the colors in which the words are actually
.

printed. A newer pair of tests developed by Santostefano (1971b) have been used
7

successfully with children up to age 15. These tests are called the Fruit Distraction

Tests I and II.

est-I-consists-of-two cards._____Card_l_co,ntains 50 randomly distributed

drawings,of red apples, yellow bananas, blue grapes, and green heads of lettuce.

Card 2 is identical to card 1 except that immediately'Sbove, below, or to the side

of each drawing of fruit is one achromatic line drawing of a non-fruit (shoe, clock,

etc.) or food (cake, loaf 13f bread, etc.). The subject is presented the first card

and' asked to,read aloud the colors of the fruits as rapidly.. as possible. The examiner

records reading times and errors. The same procedure is followed with card*2 which

contains the distractors. The subject is told noCte pay attention to thd distractors

but is asked to recall them after completion of the task. Three dependent measures

are obtained: (a) reading time distractability score (time to read card 2 minus

time to read card 1), (b) reading error distractibility score (errors made on

card 2 minus errors made =card 1), and (c) number: of distracting stimili recalled

Test II consists of two cards containing pictures of fruit. Card 2
a 0

contains the same arrangement of fruit as card 1, but the color of each fruit is

incorrect. The subject is askeNto read aloud the color that each fruit should

be. Reading time and reading error differences ate calculated. On both_teata,,

flexible subjects have lower error and time distradtibility scores than constricted

subjects.

8
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Thus far, discussion has been centered on the learning task and cognittye

style components of the three-dimensional research paradigm. The final element

in the cube of interaction is the specific attributes possessed by a given form

of media., A given medium is inherently capable of performing for learners certain

\

)

. .

functions demanded by learning tasks. This means that various media 'have various
I'

. . supplan at capabilities. Supplantation is a process which occurs when a mental

. / .

pro esg..is executed explicitly for a learner which he is unable to perform for
.

%t
7--" % .

,
,

Dims f. If a given learner is unable to perform for himself a given mental function

which is demanded by a gi4eu learning task, then the use of a medium which supplants

the required-prOcess-shoulklogicaliy-make-the task_muchea_Sier for him._
A.

This statement indicates-the interactive nature of the three variables in

the three- dimensional research model, and points the way to productive research

in instructional media. For example, instead of devising a study to examine the

..._

\C
effecta of color coding in general, why not, examine e effects of color coding

(media characteristic) in a task requiring discriminati... of a part from a complex

whole (task requirement) with field independent and field dependent indiv iduals

(difference in cognitive style). It may be that the task requirement of discriwination

of detail can be readily performed without assistance by field independents,
t

while the supplantation provided by color coding is necessary for field dependents..

In this instance, an, interactive factorial research design would yield valuable

knowledge concerning the use of color coding which could not be obtained without

considering all three of.the variables in the medium/task/learner cube. Very

importantly, this approach gives sttong clues to the reasonsEhtcertain instructional

methodsork well for some learners while having either no effect or a harmful

one on' other learners.

As a second example of the three-dimensional research model, ask why one

. 4

should attempt to study "the effect of using multi-imagery." Instead, why not

study the effects when multi-imagery, with its simultaneous visual images (medium

variable), is used with visual and haptic learners (cognitive style variable) in a

9
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task requiring comparison of'two or th ree pictures (task requirement variable). The

mental process of image retention From picture to picture

to be comparedisa difficult one. Whep the pictures

multi-imagery rather than sequentially; this mental process is supplanted. Does

required by 'such a task

shown simultane usly. vith

this make the taskeasier for learners in general? Does it make it easier for

haptic learners who have particular difficulty perceiving and storing visual images?
..,

Are there Mast differences between visuals dnd haptics in ability;to perform this

task whet{ sequential imagery is used, but not when simultaneous multiple images

4 are used? The answers to such questions can be found through the applicafion of

interactive research. methodology.. These answers douldesult-in important decisions
a

concerning media *lization.

Using the three-dimensional model of research, many combinations of media

characteristics/task requirements /cognitive styles can be generated 41nd studied.

The model suggests a systeM of research which is interact2ve in nature and which

Might ultimately lead to a prescriptive body.of theory in media utilization. By

identifying specific interactions Of learner cognitive style characteristics,

psychological task requirements, and media supplantation capabilities, it may be

possible to develop a body of theory which would allow the accurate prediction of

performance on a given task by a learner with given cognitive characteristics

ald'a given mode of task presentation.
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